CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS

In this chapter the writer answers how Pine does revenge and characterized by applying the two chosen theories; psychoanalysis theory and new criticism theory in the character and characterization. But, previously the writer want explains the problem that has been faced by Pine in the novel until he does revenge. In the novel Pine faces the problem when he finds that the girl friend as a Sophie was murdered in her penthouses, when he faces it, he feels anxiety, because he lets his girl friend death and he feels guilt about it, so, he does revenge to redeem his guilt. According to Freud anxiety is an unpleasant inner state that people seek to avoid (Thompson 1). Freud identifies anxiety to be three types; Neurotic anxiety is the unconscious worry that we will lose control of the id's urges, resulting in punishment for inappropriate behavior, Reality anxiety is fear of real-world events. Moral anxiety involves a fear of violating our own moral principles (Thompson 1). Based on the text above Pine gets neurotic anxiety after Sophie’s death, and then he will revenges Sophie’s death to the murderer, in order to the murderer can feels his harm.

3.1. Pine does revenge through psychoanalysis theory (id, ego, super ego).

Id is the core of human, it is instinct and desire, it has a command of human mind, and it makes human become good or bad. It’s also wish and looks pleasure and bliss, and avoid unpleasant and not blissful. Id is never satisfied to get it desire; it will do anything to get it, although it will injures the other. For
example: if someone is born only with Id, they will behave as they like, and always their parents and other people to fulfill all their needs and desires (Minderop 21).

3.1.1 In dealing with Id

Firstly, Pine wishes to own Sophie. When he meets Sophie in the sixth month ago, he feels and aware that Sophie is a beautiful and interesting woman, because of it Pine wishes to own Sophie.

“For the sixth month time, Pine felt the devastating, irrational impact of a woman he instantaneously desired. Sophie had a jeweled brilliance and a kind of dressed nakedness, two string of splendid pearls set off her neck, diamond bracelets peeked from her quilted sleeves.” (Le Carre 18).

From quotation above Pine wishes to Sophie because she is beautiful, interesting, and rich woman, he knows about it from Sophie’s aware at the time. Then, Pine’s id appears and makes him wishes to own Sophie.

Yet, Sophie was married with British man, and his name is Freddy, he is very wealthy, therefore Sophie looks beautiful and interesting woman from her aware.

“I am Madame Sophie from penthouse number three, I too am British and I was married one of your countrymen for his passport. His name is Freddie, and he is very wealthy.” (Le Carre 127).

From quotation above Sophie has wealth husband and his name is Freddie, Sophie becomes a British woman because she married with Freddie for his
passport. Besides that, because of her husband wealth she can make some jewelry in order to, she looks interesting than other women.

Secondly, he wishes to live with Sophie. When he date with Sophie, he always look like a good man, with make Sophie feels happy and pleasure, because he want to live with Sophie together, he thinks, when he lives with Sophie he will gets all of his desire. Besides that, Sophie is not only interest woman but also rich woman. So, in point of fact, he loves Sophie and become a good man in other to own Sophie’s wealth.

“I love you, I wish you to sleep with me in my bed and we are making love, I wish to fell that, I cannot have you so ashamed, because you are a good man, you are many good man” Sophie said (Le Carre 78).

“He would find the one girl he cared about and love her present time, A Sophie without betrayal. He would buy a boat, something he could manage single handed. He would find a home. And, for want parent his own, become a parent himself. He would do anything, absolutely anything, rather than cringe any longer in the gloom of servile equivocation where, as it now seemed to him, he had wasted his life, and Sophie’s.”(Le Carre 47).

From quotation above we can know that Sophie loves Pine because she thinks that he is a good man, beside it Pine wishes to own Sophie because he feels that his true love is Sophie, and he want to develop his love with live together.

When Sophie loves Pine, she try to betray her husband (Freddie) with take some Roper’s document (Freddie’s Friend) in her penthouse, she submit it to Pine, in order to Pine can safe her from Roper’s worse, because all this time when Freddie meets Roper to discuss their company, Freddie requires Sophie to service
Roper well. Even, Sophie becomes Roper’s woman in the night. At last Sophie 
betrays her husband because she want gets freedom from Roper’s worse.

“But tonight is not to normal way, tonight is Roper’s night, it is Sophie’s 
night, and Sophie in some bizarre way is played for us tonight by Roper’s 
woman.” (Le Carre 25) Then, she said Roper’s is the worst men in the 
world” (Le Carre 19).

”Sophie’s give some personal document to Pine for copy it, then, he laid 
the original document in one pile, the photocopies in another.” (Le Carre 
13)

“Where are the papers that I entrusted to your care?”in the safe, in their 
envelope, the safe is used by several members of the staff, mostly for 
storing cash until it goes to the bank. So far I know, the envelope is still 
sealed.” (Le Carre 27).

From quotation above Sophie give some Roper’s document to Pine and he 
always safe the document with sealed the envelope in the bank.

At last Pine wishes to revenge Sophie’s death, when he finds Sophie was 
killed in her penthouse, he feels that his dream with Sophie is break.

“The blood is everywhere, reeking like old iron. On the walls, on the 
ceiling and divan, She lies in the white roof garden, with her head on her 
outstretched arm, a counterpane draped across her low body, and over the 
upper part the remnants of a blouse” (Le Carre 41).

“The good times he had when he had wrought upon his personality, the 
good women. There were none. Times, women, lesson. None, None, but 
Sophie, who was dead. Look at himself how he might, he saw nothing but 
half measures, failures and undignified with drawls, and Sophie was the 
monument to all of them” (Le Carre 47).

From quotation above when Sophie was death, he feels that his life is 
break, the he become angry and hates to the killer and he revenge Sophie’s death.
Then, Pine becomes a vengeance and he revenge Sophie’s death with join in Burr’s intelligent soldier, and he become intelligent and spy to join and undercover in Roper’s organization, and kills Roper. He knows that Roper is Sophie’s killer from Burr, and Burr can help him to revenge his woman.

“You can go back twenty years, I don’t care, you’ll not find Roper’s name. All right I hate him, I’ll admit it. So should you, after what he did Sophie.”

Burr said

“hate like desire, seemed a lowly thing until the idea of hate, dignified by Sophie’s murder–of hate turned perhaps to revenge–began to appeal to Pine. It was like a promise of a distant great love, and Burr had appointed himself its connecter.” (Le Carre 73).

“I want to volunteer in this job because my beloved woman was killed by Roper’s and friend, and I felt to responsible it. Although, they nearly killed me, I still nearly kill them, and I will kill them, I lost my temper.” (Le Carre 299).

From quotation above, Pine’s hate develop becomes revenge because Burr incites him, and Burr requires him to join in his organization if Pine want revenge to the killer.

In this case, Pine does a revenge with some process such as: join with Burr’s intelligent soldier, becomes other personality, and revenge to Roper with betrays him and take his wife and son. And the writer will explain of Pine’s process in the Ego.

Ego is a way of Id to fill his desire, Ego also make his happy, pleasure and bliss, Ego also help Id to get anything for his desire, although it’s worse, Ego stills do it, because Id is absolute king, and Ego is ministry that always operate from Id. Ego cannot oppose him, because they are one, and they are inseparable. For
example: the greedy person also try to fill his desire, he does anything to it, although it is worse. So, his desire is Id and his action to fill his desire is Ego (Minderop 22).

### 3.1.2 In dealing with Ego

Firstly, Pine loves Sophie, and prevents her to return her husband. When Pine loves Sophie, he always loves her, brings her to pleasure place, and they are make love here.

“Why are you bringing me to here? Asked Sophie”

“In other to anyone cannot unsettle our self and inseparable our love” said Pine

“I loved you. I loved you with your smashed face as we walked at arm’s length the temples of Karnak” said Pine (Le Carre 37)

“I love you, I wish you to sleep with me in my bed and we are making love, I wish to fell that, I cannot have you so ashamed, because you are a good man, you are many good man” said Sophie (Le Carre 78).

From quotation above Pine always brings her to pleasure place, for proves that he very loves her, and Sophie also too, even Sophie respects him because she thinks that Pine is good man or many good man of the world.

Besides that, Pine also saves Sophie from hatred her husband, because he know that Sophie is killed if she’s return to her husband, Pine cannot prevent her, because Sophie have a promise with her husband and bounded with her promise.

“Don’t go,” he had begged her on the plane. “Leave him, he’ll kill you, don’t take the risk,” he had begged her as he saw her in to the cab that would take her back to her apartment, and Freddie Hamid.
“We both have our appointments with life, Mr. Pine,” she had told him with her battered smile. “There are worse indignities, for Arab woman, than being beaten by her lover. Freddie is very wealthy. He has made me certain practical promise. I have considered my old age.” (Le Carre 127)

“He knew he could no more send her away than stop Sophie from going back to Cairo to faces Hamid. Something was badly folded, so she folded it better, something was lost, and she found a partner for it.” (Le Carre 300).

From quotation above we can see that Sophie’s promise stronger with Pine’s ego in loves her, because Sophie still return to his husband although she knows that she will gets punishment because she betrays. And Pine cannot prevent her, at the time Pine becomes a vengeance when he gets Sophie was killed, he fells crestfallen to Sophie because she not hears him, and he feels that Sophie betrays him. But, beside that he still loves her and his love make him responsible of Sophie’s dead and makes him become a vengeance.

Secondly, Pine joins in Burr’s soldier, and becomes intelligent officer, and he tries sharpen his ability until becomes spy. In his duty, Pine makesRoper captivity, because Roper never touches with law. So, Burr uses Pine to nails him, beside that, Pine also can revenges to Roper.

“The recruitment of Jonathan Pine, former undercover soldier, by Leonard Burr, former intelligent officer, was conceived by Burr, immediately after Pine presented himself to Wing Commandeer Quayle.”(Le Carrre 49).

“You could always put it back for accounting day an take out after, I dare say, I’m building up a legend for you, you see, I want to get you inside Roper’s head, Pine. I believe you can do it. I want you to lead him to me, I will never nail him, he may be desperate, but he does not drop his guard, I can send Corkoran to jail for five hundred years, but I cannot touch the Roper.”(Le Carre 91).
From quotation above Pine join with Burr soldier for train himself in order to he can nails Roper because all this time Burr cannot touch and nails Roper, because he have guard that always protect him. So, Burr uses Pine for it and also Pine can revenges to him.

Thirdly, pine becomes other personality for undercover and looks information about Roper’s live, he always moves from one place to other place, even he rescues Roper’s son for kidnaper, and he was injured until Roper helps him.

“Pine arrived at Mrs. Trethewey’s post office store on a black Friday, calling himself Linden, a name he had picket out of the air when Burr invited him to suggest one. He had never met a Linden in his life, unless he was unconsciously recalling something on his German mother side, a song or poem she had recited to him on her seemingly eternal deathbed.”((Le Carre 94).

From quotation above, Pine becomes Linden from Lanyon, he changes his personality for looks information about Roper. Then, he becomes again to other personality, by suggestion of Rooke, in other to he gets information about Roper easily.

“alone in an immense unfamiliar content, Pine was assailed by a different kind of deprivation, his resolve seemed suddenly to drain into the brilliant thinness of the landscape, so is Jed and so am I, I am dead and this is my afterlife

“your best bet is the Chateau Babette,(Jacques Beauregard)” Rooke had said. “it’s big and sloppy, and it’s run by a harridan who can’t keep staff. It’s where you’d naturally hole out”.

“it’s the deal place to start looking for your shadow,” Burr had said. Shadow meaning identity, shadow meaning substance, in a world where Pine had become a ghost. (Le Carre 132).
“Pine made out the queenly form of Madame Latulipe, the proprietress, standing behind the desk in a mauve turban and cake makeup. She had tilted her head back in order to quiz him and she was playing to her all-male audience.

“Jacques Beauregard,” he replied

“Comment, cheri?”

He had to repeat it above the din: “Beauregard,” he called, unused to raising his voice. But somehow the name came easier to him than Linden”.(Le Carre 133).

From quotation above Pine becomes Jacques Beauregard because of Rooke’s suggestion; in order to he can communicate with other people in his around beside it he can look the information about Roper easily.

Then, he becomes Lamont, when he rescues Roper’s son from kidnapers, he fights them, until he injures, but he can beat down them and save Roper’s son his named is Daniel. Then he gets intensive care at Nassau’s Doctors Hospital.

“For Jonathan Pine, alias Lamont, last heard of in intensive care at Nassau’s Doctors Hospital, not a whisper from any of them”. (Le Carre 193).

From quotation above when Pine becomes Lamont, he tries to save Roper’s son because he want input to Roper’s live, so, when he gets info that Roper’s son was kidnapped, he fights them and saves Roper’s son although he gets many injure and undergoes intensive care.

After Pine saves Roper’s kid, he gets opportunity to faces Roper directly in Roper’s house, he gets Roper’s believed, and he can asks anything to Roper,
and Roper gives him, at last he get news passport, then his name becomes Thomas Lamont from Canada.

“‘I’d pay you. I don’t care what you have done, you saved my kid, no limit to my bounty where the boys concerned’ Roper said.

“I didn’t o it for money, you have patched me up, looked after me, been good to me, I’ll just go” Pine said

“Hell are you talking about? Roper complained, mystified. I’ll pay you, not mean, pay you top whack, nice little house, other side of the island, What are you going to use for a passport’”.

“Mine,” said Pine, “Lamont”, Thomas Lamont.” He appealed to Corkoran, “It was among my things” (Le Carre 251).

“You are J. Pine of Meister’s, and T. Lamont of Canada, and J. Beauregard, you were Jack Linden of remotes Cornwall. In which capacity, you topped a mate of yours,” (Le Carre 251).

From quotation above Pine gets new identity from Roper because he was rescued Roper’s son and he pushes Roper’s money, because he rescues Roper’s son with voluntary.

At last Pine becomes a part of Roper’s family. He lives with Roper’s activity; he helps Roper, to teach his son, and helps Roper’s activity in his employment. And they are becomes friend, but, suddenly this friendship becomes break, because Pine betrays him, with take him son and wife. Because, Pine revenges to Roper, he wants Roper can feels his injure when Sophie’s killed by him.

“Pine is teaching Daniel to catch a trout with his bare hands (Le Carre 274).
“Pine had planned his forbidden assault on the state apart men’s as soon as he learned that Roper he decided to sell some more farms and that Langbourne would be accompanying him,” (Le Carre 281)

“The friendship between Pine and Roper that, as Jonathan now realized,” (Le Carre 321).

“Your people kidnapped my boy, you lied your way into my house, stole my woman. You tried to screw up my deal, you are died.”

“So it’s punishment to you, not just confession, though Pine.”. (Le Carre 459).

From quotation he revenge a Sophie’s death to Roper as Sophie’s killer although Roper was helped him, believed him until becomes to be Roper’s Friendship.

Super Ego is a part of Id and Ego; it is like heartstrings, which always judge something true or false. It’s also judge Id and Ego does goodness or badness, although according to Id and Ego’s action is true, whereas is false, Super Ego judge that their action is false, like conversely. For example: Ego’s person want to steal in order to he can eat, but his Id want steal to fulfill his desire, because without steal he cannot live, then his Super Ego appears and shows that steal is worse. (Minderop 23).

3.1.3 In dealing with Super Ego

According to Super Ego that Pine’s action in the night manager novel is worse, because he does anything to fill his desire and his desire such us; firstly, he’s wishes to own Sophie and makes love with her, whereas, he knows that he cannot own and live with her because Sophie was married with Freddie Hamid,
but he still making love with her, until Sophie is killed. Secondly, he revenges to the killer; he does anything on his revenge, such as join with intelligent soldier, change his identity and personality, undercover becomes mafia, and etc, until he can fulfill his revenge to the killer. And last, he betrays Roper that was helped him, he betrays him, because Roper’s kill his woman, as long as he sanctimonious, and also pretends becomes Roper’s friendship, until he gets opportunity to fulfill his revenge with betrays him in other that Roper feels injure like his injure, when suffer from a loss beloved person in life.

“Your people kidnapped my boy, you lied your way into my house, stole my woman. You tried to screw up my deal, you are died.”

“So it’s punishment to you, not just confession, though Pine.”. (Le Carre 459).

From this quotation above, based on Super Ego, Pine revenges the killer, although it is worse Pine still do it, because he fells a pleasure when he can revenge to the murderer, and his heart becomes calm when he was finished his revenge to the murderer.

In conclusion, from the above explanation Pine does revenge through id, ego and super ego; id: wishes to own Sophie, wishes to live together with her, and revenges a Sophie’s death. Ego: makes Sophie always happiness, join in Burr soldier in order to he can revenges to Roper, changes his personality for looks info about Roper, and then revenges to Roper with betrays him and take him wife and son. Super ego: Pine does revenge to the killer because he wants substitutes his
loss desire when Sophie’s dead in order that his live becomes quiet, although the killer was helped him he still revenges the killer.

3.2. **Character**

A character is one of important part in the story because character can help to grasp the story well. Characters in fiction can be conveniently classified as major and minor, static and dynamic. A major character is an important figure at the center of the story’s action or theme (Di Yanni 54).

3.2.1. **Major Character**

In *The Night Manager* Pine is considered as the main character in the story because his influence is very big toward the whole story. In other word, she contributes completely from the beginning up to the end of the story. We can see in the following quotation about Pine’s influence in the story.

“The recruitment of Jonathan Pine, former undercover soldier, by Leonard Burr, former intelligent officer, was conceived by Burr, immediately after Pine presented himself to Wing Commandeer Quayle.” (Le Carrre 49).

“Pine is teaching Daniel to catch a trout with his bare hands (Le Carre 274).

“The friendship between Pine and Roper that, as Jonathan now realized,” (Le Carre 321).

From quotation above, we can see that the author of the novel is showing Pine have big influence in the whole of the story until the story look interesting for read by people.

3.2.2. **Dynamic Character**
Dynamic character is exhibits some kind of change of attitude, of purpose, and of behavior as the story progresses (55). In the story Pine also become dynamic character when undercover for looks some information about the killer. We can see in the following quotation:

“Pine arrived at Mrs. Trethewey’s post office store on a black Friday, calling himself Linden, a name he had picket out of the air when Burr invited him to suggest one (Le Carre 94).

“You are J. Pine of Meister’s, and T. Lamont of Canada, and J. Beauregard, you were Jack Linden of remotes Cornwall. In which capacity, you topped a mate of yours,” (Le Carre 251).

From quotation above Pine become dynamic character for looks some information about the killer, when he arrives in Mrs. Trethewey Post he become Jack Linden from Germany, he become Jack Beuregard when he try to safe Roper’s son from the kidnapers, he become Thomas Lamont when he join in Roper’s organization and employee. He does it because he looks some information about Roper’s activity and then when he gets opportunity to revenges, he revenges to Roper with take Roper’s family. We can see in the following quotation

“Your people kidnapped my boy, you lied your way into my house, stole my woman. You tried to screw up my deal, you are died.”

“So it’s punishment to you, not just confession, though Pine.”. (Le Carre 459).

From quotation above Pine can revenge to Roper and at the time, Roper angers and well enough to hate him more than any man on earth, because Roper does not think that Pine can betray him whereas, Roper regards him as friendship.
3.3. Characterization

In presenting and determining the character’s personality in the story, generally the authors use two methods in their works; the first is telling method it means that the explanation about character personality is dependent on the description or direct comment from the author (Minderop 79), the second is showing method it means the author not gives direct comment in the story, the author give opportunity to characters for showing their personality through dialog and action (Minderop 80). In the following analysis the writer want explains about Pine’s characterization through the author’s description and Pine’s dialog and action.

3.3.1. The author’s description about Pine

Firstly, the author describe Pine such as good man because he always make his beloved a pleasure, happy and etc, however, in other hand he does it because he want regain his beloved wealth when he can life together with his beloved.

“For the sixth month time, Pine felt the devastating, irrational impact of a woman he instantaneously desired. Sophie had a jeweled brilliance and a kind of dressed nakedness, two string of splendid pearls set off her neck, diamond bracelets peeked from her quilted sleeves (Le Carre 18).

“Why are you bringing me to here? Asked Sophie”

“In other to anyone cannot unsettle our self and inseparable our love” said Pine (Le Carre 37)

“I love you, I wish you to sleep with me in my bed and we are making love, I wish to fell that, I cannot have you so ashamed, because you are a good man, you are many good man” Sophie said (Le Carre 78).

“He would find the one girl he cared about and love her present time, A Sophie without betrayal. He would buy a boat, something he could manage single handed. He would find a home. And, for want parent his
own, become a parent himself. He would do anything, absolutely anything, rather than cringe any longer in the gloom of servile equivocation where, as it now seemed to him, he had wasted his life, and Sophie’s.” (Le Carre 80).

From quotation above we can see how Pine makes his beloved as Sophie always happy and pleasure with him until Sophie revere and regard him like good man, whereas he does all it because he wishes to own Sophie and her wealth.

Secondly, Pine also becomes a loyal man because he always protect Sophie though Sophie was married, even he prevent her to return her husband because he know that her will be killed and he want not it happens.

“Don’t go,” he had begged her on the plane. “Leave him, he’ll kill you, don’t take the risk,” he had begged her as he saw her in to the cab that would take her back to her apartment, and Freddie Hamid.

“We both have our appointments with life, Mr. Pine,” she had told him with her battered smile. “There are worse indignities, for Arab woman, than being beaten by her lover. Freddie is very wealthy. He has made me certain practical promise. I have considered my old age.” (Le Carre 127)

From quotation above Pine very loves Sophie though Sophie was married, he also protect and prevent her to return her husband in order to he want not loss Sophie, but Sophie still return by husband.

Thirdly, Pine is a vengeance man when he finds Sophie was killed in her penthouse he very angers to the killer, whereas, he only Sophie’s paramour but his loves make him fells responsible about it and he becomes vengeance man.

“The blood is everywhere, reeking like old iron. On the walls, on the ceiling and divan, She lies in the white roof garden, with her head on her
outstretched arm, a counterpane draped across her low body, and over the upper part the remnants of a blouse” (Le Carre 41).

“You can go back twenty years, I don’t care, you’ll not find Roper’s name. All right I hate him, I’ll admit it. So should you, after what he did Sophie.” Burr said

“hate like desire, seemed a lowly thing until the idea of hate, dignified by Sophie’s murder—of hate turned perhaps to revenge-began to appeal to Pine. It was like a promise of a distant great love, and Burr had appointed himself its connecter.” (Le Carre 73).

“I want to volunteer in this job because my beloved woman was killed by Roper’s and friend, and I felt to responsible it. Although, they nearly killed me, I still nearly kill them, and I will kill them, I lost my temper.” (Le Carre 299).

From quotation above Pine becomes a vengeance man because he feels lost Sophie when she was death, though he only Sophie’s paramour but his love make him fells responsible and does revenge to the killer though he possible to death.

Fourthly, Pine is betray man when he meets Sophie, for talking about photocopier Roper’s document in the Queen Nefertiti Hotel, we can see in the following quotation

“But in his imagination it is himself that Jonathan sees, laboring over the photocopier in the Queen Nefertiti Hotel while Sophie smokes and watches him: You are adept, she says, Yes, I am adept, I spy, I betray, I love when it is too late” Pine said (Le Carre 38).

From quotation above the author showing Pine’s character is a betray man.

In conclusion, from the author’s description we can see about Pine’s character such as, lover, loyal, vengeance, and betray person.
3.3.2. Pine’s speech and action

In the next section, the author describes that Pine is an orphaned man. He is multi-talented and ambitious. He always reaches what he wants and never gives up for what he wants till he gets it.

“Jonathan Pine, orphaned only son of a cancer ridden German beauty and British sergeant of infantry killed in one of wars, sometime, he becomes cadet unit, an training camp” (Le Carre 33).

From the quotation above, when Pine becomes an orphan, he does something to fulfill his desirability.

Pine is a dogged man, he never gives up satisfying and completing of his life, we can see in the following quotation

“Jonathan Pine doggedly congratulated himself on the satisfying completeness of his life till now, the early ugliness’s he had left behind” (Le Carre 32)

Pine is a woman lover because he always deceives Sophie, when they are dating, he always praises Sophie until she feels pleasure and thinks him is a good man.

“Why are you bringing me to here? Asked Sophie”

“In other to anyone cannot unsettle our self and inseparable our love” said Pine

“I loved you. I loved you with your smashed face as we walked at arm’s length the temples of Karnak” said Pine (Le Carre 37)
From quotation above Pine shows himself to Sophie that he loves her with bring her to pleasure place, he always praise and deceive her when he date.

Pine becomes vengeance when Sophie’s death, he feels responsible of Sophie’s death and he does anything to revenge the killer, though he’s possible death.

“I want to volunteer in this job because my beloved woman was killed by Roper’s and friend, and I felt to responsible it. Although, they nearly killed me, I still nearly kill them, and I will kill them, I lost my temper.” Said Pine (Le Carre 299).

From quotation above pine volunteer takes danger job in order to he does revenge Sophie’s death to the killer though he’s possible death with it.

In his revenge Pine, Pine join Burr’s organization in order to he also can join in Roper organization and does revenge to Roper.

“The recruitment of Jonathan Pine, former undercover soldier, by Leonard Burr, former intelligent officer, was conceived by Burr, immediately after Pine presented himself to Wing Commandeer Quayle.” (Le Carrre 49).

From quotation above Pine he become intelligent in Burr organization in order he also can undercover and join in Roper’s organization and revenges to Roper.

Beside that, Pine also change his personality when join in Roper organization, he pretends safe Roper’s son from kidnapers and becomes Roper’s friend.
“I’d pay you. I don’t care what you have done, you saved my kid, no limit to my bounty where the boys concerned” Roper said.

“I didn’t o it for money, you have patched me up, looked after me, been good to me, I’ll just go” Pine said

“Hell are you talking about? Roper complained, mystified. I’ll pay you, not mean, pay you top whack, nice little house, other side of the island, What are you going to use for a passport”.

“Mine,” said Pine, “Lamont”, Thomas Lamont,” He appealed to Corkoran,” It was among my things” (Le Carre 251).

“You are J. Pine of Meister’s, and T. Lamont of Canada, and J. Beauregard, you were Jack Linden of remotes Cornwall. In which capacity, you topped a mate of yours,” (Le Carre 251).

From quotation above Roper fells moral duty to Pine that was safe his son, he bids anything to Pine, but Pine refuse it, he only wants get new identity for his passport, and he gets some new identity when he join with Roper.

Besides, when Pine changes his personality, he feels has found his real personality because of that, he become adept spy.

“to complete me, Jonathan rehearsed to himself: to find missing path of me to make man of me, which was my father said the army did: one man. To be useful and to stand up right. To rid my conscience of it bourdon (Le Carre 126).

From quotation above Pine finds a satisfaction when he change his personality when he does it he feels like real man. And he feels happy about it.

Because of it, Pine becomes Roper friend and believed him to teach his son, but when Pine gets opportunity to revenges Roper, he betrays Roper with take Ropers’ family.
“The friendship between Pine and Roper that, as Jonathan now realized,” (Le Carre 321).

“Your people kidnapped my boy, you lied your way into my house, stole my woman. You tried to screw up my deal, you are died.”

“So it’s punishment to you, not just confession, though Pine.”. (Le Carre 459).

From quotation above though Roper was regarded Pine is friend, but Pine still revenges to Roper with betrays him and takes Roper’s family, because Pine thinks that Roper proper to receive it.